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MONTAGE

■ 15th March 2018 – Exhibition Night

■ Brief - A group of images (3+) mounted together that tell a story or share a common theme

So what is Montage?

What is the difference between 
Montage and Collage?

Do they have to be 
on one print?

Do the images have to 
create a larger image?

How many images can I 
use?How do I create a 

montage?

?

?

?

?

?



DEFINITIONS…DIFFERENCES…SIMILIARITIES

MONTAGE
■ “In film, a series of shots edited 

together to tell a story or create a 
mood”

■ Photomontage, is a photographic 
process entirely and does not refer 
to the scissors-and-paste method 
(known as collage) practiced by 
some in the name of photomontage

■ Photomontage is a multi-image 
picture created by a photographic or 
digital process

COLLAGE
■ “In Visual Art, a work made by 

cutting up different materials into 
pieces and putting them together to 
make a new picture”

■ Collage originates from the word 
“Coller” which means glue in 
French.  In Collage, many art works 
are put together to create one 
unique image

■ The definitive difference between 
collage and photomontage is the 
method of creation.



The lines become blurred!!!!!!!!

■ The terms COLLAGE, MONTAGE, MOSAIC, COMPOSITE, PHOTOMONTAGE are 
often used interchangeably so there is no denying there are blurred lines when we talk 
about this subject!

■ So lets looks at some examples……..



Example of 
Collage

Hannah Höch

Für ein Fest gemacht (Made for a Party)

1936

Emerging as a reaction to the First World War, 
collage allowed artists to interact with existing 
materials – anything from newsprint and magazines 
to maps, tickets and propaganda and photographs 
– to rip them apart and then reassemble them, 
creating visually dynamic hybrids.
Coined by Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso, the 
term ‘collage’ points towards a medium 
simultaneously serious and tongue-in-cheek



Example of 
Photomontage

Me!

Hanging on for dear life

2017

The classic montage of images in a postcard format, 
combined to tell a story



Example of 
Collage

John Stezaker

Muse (Film Portrait Collage) XVIII

2012

British artist John Stezaker studied at the Slade School of Art in
1973, and went on to produce work which challenged the
predominance of Pop art. Stezaker’s collages are irreverent; his
use of glamourous 1950s portraits, of dapper suited men and
Hollywood stars, mashed together with postcards of landscapes
and with other faces, has the effect of the uncanny. In 2012,
Stezaker won the Deutsche Börse photography prize to a mixed
reception, as a few critics questioned whether a conceptual artist
– who deals with the destruction of photographs – could win a
prestigious photography award, proving that collage as an art
form continues to be nothing if not controversial.



Man Ray

Dora Maar

1936

Though informally related to the Dada and Surrealist
movements, the American artist Man Ray contributed
impressively to avant-garde, fashion and portrait
photography, in particular with his solarised and isomorphic
portraits of Lee Miller. Ray’s photomontages play with
femininity and form, as in his multiple exposures of Alice
Prin, better known as Kiki de Montparnasse, and Dora
Maar.

Example of 
Photomontage



David Hockney

“Collage” work was referred to as ‘Joiners’

David Hockney is an English painter, draughtsman,
printmaker, stage designer and photographer.
An important contributor to the Pop art movement of the
1960s, he is considered one of the most influential British
artists of the twentieth century.
The earlier works of this 5 year period are experimental,
Hockney is exploring the medium, and perfecting his
technical ability. As the complexity of the joiners increased,
he moved to using a Pentax 110, this allowed him to hugely
increase the complexity of the pieces. His longest Polaroid
joiner took 5 hours to complete, his longest Pentax joiner
took 8 days of photography alone

.

Example of 
Photomontage
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Example of 
Photomontage



Thomas Barbey

Inner Beauty & Crash course in Italian & 
Piano Peace

Modern day examples of multiple 
exposures as Photomontages 

Thomas has been a photographer for over twenty years 
now and prefers to use his old Canon AE1s when he 
shoots in 35mm or his RB67 when he shoots in 
medium format. More recently, he has been doing 
Black and White Photomontages for the sole purpose 
of doing Fine Art, without working for a specific client.
He has combined several images taken over a period 
of twenty years to create surreal situations with the 
help of the enlarger in a dark room. His work has a 
specific style and is very characteristic. He only works 
with Black and White, including Sepia toning at times.

.

Example of 
Photomontage



Photoshop -
Layers

• Complete your adjustments (contrast, 
cropping etc) in Lightroom.  Select two 
pictures, right click and select Edit 
In….open as layers in photoshop

• Photoshop will open up…use Ctl T to 
resize and move a layer against 
another

• Now Blend!
• I then created a mask around the bird 

to delete the bird in that layer
• You can use the opacity slider to 

merge the layers into one, OR
• Use the blending option tabs to play 

with more options



Photoshop -
Layers

• Complete your adjustments (contrast, 
cropping etc) in Lightroom.  Select two 
pictures, right click and select Edit 
In….open as layers in photoshop

• Photoshop will open up…use Ctl T to 
resize and move a layer against 
another

• Now Blend!
• I then created a mask around the bird 

to delete the bird in that layer
• You can use the opacity slider to 

merge the layers into one, OR
• Use the blending option tabs to play 

with more options

• Bottom line is… its easier than you 
think!



So lets remind ourselves of the brief!

■ Brief - A group of images (3+) mounted together that tell a story or share a common 
theme

– This can be multiple exposures, or
– Grid format, or
– Multiple images forming a new image like a composite/mosaic

■ As long as there are at least 3 images combined into a photomontage
– Up to 2 photomontages 16”x20” each or 1 photomontage 32”x20”, including the 

mount

■ Be creative, have fun, experiment!



AND NOW…..THE HOW
Tutorial time with Peter….



Three examples – but there 
are endless options:

1. With an APP

2. Using Lightroom

3. Using a Saw and glue!

How to bring 
images together 
and print



MANY APPS AVAILABLE
■ Pic Collage

– Also available on mac

■ Pic Jointer

■ Frames

■ Others



My Grandson

Jacob

Using Pic 
Collage



A project

Drawing attention to 
litter in the 
countryside

By Suzanne Osborn

Using Pic 
Collage



Creating a montage in Lightroom



Other ways to present a montage



Montages can be used in any competition –
eg ‘Time’

Montages is an exhibition on 15th March
■ Up to 2 photomontages 16”x20” each or 1 

photomontage 32”x20”, including the mount

See the competitions handbook on our website for more….



Thanks

Any questions for Femke or myself?


